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Vianord Evo 5 Fusion E
The single streamlined flexo plate production line that combines
Vianord Easy to Plate® FOUR and Esko XPS 5080

Carros, France – June 6th, 2017. Vianord Engineering high‐performance Easy to Plate® FOUR, is the first fully
automated platemaking system; from plate imaging to plate delivery. Vianord developed a multidisciplinary
automation system that combines all the popular elements of straightforward automation into one compact,
integrated, high performance system thus further innovating and boosting the flexo plate making process.

The Smart‐Bridge is a very compact dedicated robotic system that can be tailored to fit any stand‐alone
Imager or combined Imager coupled with a proprietary LED exposure. The new concept complements the
automated EVO lines, taking even more manual steps out of the process.

Together with its partner Esko, Vianord personalised a purpose‐made Smart‐Bridge that intelligently connects
the high‐performance and fully automated platemaking system EVO 5 to the linear CDI Crystal 5080 XPS;
where the plate is initially imaged and then is simultaneously exposed through the base and at the back, this
configuration is named Evo 5 Fusion E.

“At Vianord, we trust in creative and innovative solutions which helps our customers grow and cope with the
highly competitive flexo platemaking industry. The use of the streamlined Esko’s 5080 XPS in combination with
our robust Easy to Plate® EVO line allows any customer to respond to their most challenging customers’ issues,
increasing turnaround time, improving quality, and producing finest plates. This solution is fuelling the
industry’s transformation by automating plate production even more.” Concluded Massimiliano Merlo, Global
Marketing and Sales Director at Vianord Engineering.
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About Vianord
Vianord Engineering is one of the world’s leading suppliers of innovative flexographic plate‐making systems for
conventional and digital plates. Founded by a group of Flexo experts and highly qualified specialists in the field
of flexo plate making equipment, the company is fully dedicated to the pure technological innovation of the
flexographic pre‐press industry. Vianord has been the first company to develop and commercialize modular
and fully automated solutions to help flexo printers, converters, plate‐makers and repro services, to benefit of
high quality plates, through a streamlined process and in a safety‐enhanced working environment.

The Vianord Headquarters is located near Nice (South France), in the heart of the industrial area of Carros, one
of the three technological poles of France. The new and modern office building, R&D workshops, production
units and warehouse were purposely designed over a total area of 4.300 sqm (46.000 sq ft) covering two
floors. A second production unit and assembly facility is located in Italy near Milan.

Vianord products and solutions are distributed globally through a global network of channel partners providing
vertical solutions and specialized services.

We innovate. You benefit! ‐ Everyone at Vianord makes use of their genuine ability to discover and develop
new things that make customers’ job easier, by anticipating their problems and creating new business
opportunities, beyond the obvious.

For more information, visit www.vianord.com
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